
HOW TO WRITE AN ADDRESS PROPERLY PAINT

Be sure to keep track of small pieces like faceplates and separator, and put the dust and other debris that can interfere
with the paint's ability to set up properly.

Once everything has been removed, you can touch up the background or the numbers by spraying a little bit of
paint into the cap of the spray paint and using a hobby brush to touch it up. Before the scrubdown, protect
nearby plants by misting their leaves and saturating the surrounding soil with water, pulling them away from
the house, and shrouding them in fabric drop cloths. You can also buy pavement striping paint. Be sure to
rinse walls well before the solution dries. It only takes about 1 minute to spray 4 numbers carefully. You can
also measure diagonally from one corner to the opposite corner, then compare that to the distance between the
other two corners. Once you have your stencils in position, run a strip of tape all the way around your
numbers, making sure your background is completely covered up from getting sprayed. The most reasonable
paint I've found to use for painting address numbers on a curb is Rustoleum Brand Flat Protective Enamel. A
fresh surface will hold paint better. Extra tape beyond the stencils will help you tape the numbers into position.
For 4" numbering stencils, a 6" high background works pretty well. Watch the video above to see every step I
described in this post. It just isn't practical to use striping paint for curb numbers. Lay more drop cloths along
the base of the walls to collect any falling paint debris. Most contractors clean with pressure washers, but in
the hands of someone unfamiliar with the equipment, these can gouge wood, shatter glass, and drive water
behind siding and trim. Once you have your numbering stencils assembled, you can measure the total width of
your numbers, then add 1" - 2" to each side past the numbers for the width of the background. Butt the stencils
together at the sides. Don't try to dig too deep, just remove the surface crud so the concrete will be completely
bare. These two measurements will be identical in a perfect rectangle. Using a hose, a pump sprayer, and a
scrub brush is slower but safer, and just as effective. After taping all four sides of your background, it will
almost be ready for paint. From top to bottom, the stencils should fit nearly perfect into your background. Be
sure and buy "flat" paint, not gloss. Finally, clean the area and your touchup brush with a clean rag and paint
thinner. View as slideshow Photo by Sarah Wilson A thorough scrubbing is a must before painting any
exterior surface. The bottom of the background looks best at about 1" off of the street surface, so I run a piece
of tape to create the bottom of the background. Prepare and Secure Your Address Numbers To The
Background To prepare your address numbers, lay your stencils on a flat surface facing up in the correct order
you want them, lining them up at the top and at the bottom. Surface preparation is key to a long lasting curb
number! After the curb is free from heavy dirt and other accumulated crud, use a soft bristled scrub brush to
finish preparing the surface to remove any dust that remains. You can add a year or more to that with a clear
finish coat. Now you're done! From side to side, you can easily find the center of the background for
placement. You can paint the background white or black and use the other color for the numbers. Working in
sections, from the bottom to the top, will avoid streaks. In my experience and I've painted a lot of curbs
address numbers painted this way will last between about 4 and 6 years. As a final check, measure your
background on one side, top to bottom, then the other to help ensure it's squareness. Use short bursts and hold
the can about inches away from the stencils for the best results. Paint The Background Of Your Curb Number
There are a multitude of different kinds of paint available, but the reality of curb numbers is this: If you can
get them to last about 5 years, you've done very well. There are "permanent" paints available that claim to last
over a decade, but you will need a spray rig to use them and the final paint job will still begin to flake apart
after about 5 years regardless of how it's applied. Leave a Comment:. Carefully Remove The Numbering
Stencils And Mask Once you finish painting the numbers, you can begin to remove each layer of masking
until everything has been removed. That may be a good thing if there's road grime.


